
Information about YOOF—and about orchestras in general—that might be useful… 

 

How many young musicians play in Youth Orchestras of Fresno? 

We had approximately 260 members during our most recent year, spread among our three orchestras—the 

Youth Chamber Orchestra, the Youth Symphony Orchestra, and the Youth Philharmonic Orchestra. We trained 

an additional 50 young musicians through our Access Violin Program, a free El-Sistema-inspired afterschool 

program that serves students in West Fresno. 

 

Does YOOF allow young musicians to join at times other than the August auditions? 

Yes. We have auditions in January as well, though musicians who join late are not eligible for seats already 

occupied by musicians who auditioned at the beginning of the season. Also, interested young players are 

welcome to bring their instruments to a rehearsal during our regular season, September through May, 

(Sundays 2:00-3:30, 4:00-6:00, 6:30-9:00pm in the band room at Fresno State) and sit in with one of our 

orchestras. It's a great way to find out what we offer, and some players choose to join on the spot! 

 

Are the players in orchestras ranked according to ability? 

No. In professional orchestras auditions are held when there is an opening. No matter how good an applicant 

is as a player, he or she can audition only for the position that is open. If that’s in the back of the second violin 

section, that’s where that player will sit.  

Sometimes in youth orchestras there is some degree of ranking, but in our orchestras we strive to de-

emphasize ranking and instead create a balance of strengths throughout our sections.   

 

What does the principal player do? 

Each section has a principal player (marked in our programs by an asterisk). The section principal serves as a 

guide to the rest of the players in that section, and plays any solos that are designated by composers of 

individual works. The most important section leader is the leader of the first violin section, who is designated 

as concertmaster, and is in a sense the section leader of the entire orchestra.  

 

Why do orchestras have both first violins and second violins? 

All violins are the same, but in orchestra, as in most chamber music, violins supply two different voices in the 

harmony. Hence “firsts” and “seconds.” There is no difference between the instruments, there are no 

differences between the players. Any violinist can play first or second violin parts, and one part is not “harder” 

or “easier” than another. Here’s a nicely informative article from the LA Times about second violins and the 

misconceptions often held about them: http://articles.latimes.com/2009/may/17/entertainment/ca-violins17. 

 

Why are those low stringed instruments called double basses? 

“Double” refers to the range in which the instrument sounds—it’s an octave below the cello. 

 

Why do we sometimes see an extra horn seated to the left of the principal horn player? 

That’s an assistant horn—ready to fill in for the principal player before and after solos, for example, and in 

other places where it might be too tiring for the principal horn to have to play all the time. 

 

http://youthorchestrasfresno.org/content/accent-access-violin-program-0
http://elsistemausa.org/
http://articles.latimes.com/2009/may/17/entertainment/ca-violins17
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What are sectionals? 

Sectionals are rehearsals in which the full orchestra is broken down into its component parts, which are called 

sections. It is true that “sections” can be defined variously, so we could be talking about a very large group—

the string section (violins, violas, cellos, basses), the brass section (horns, trumpet, trombones, tubas), and the 

wind section (flutes, oboes, clarinets, bassoons)—or any of the smaller parts of the sections mentioned just 

now in those definitions. In our orchestras we typically break things down into individual instrument groups, 

each with a coach, practicing together but without the other instruments of the orchestra. 

 

Why do the violinists and violists stand up during sectionals? 

Violinists and violists sit down to play only when they are in orchestras or chamber music groups. When 

playing solo repertoire or practicing at home, they usually stand. Because we like our sectionals to teach 

young players how best to practice when they’re at home, we often have them stand during these rehearsals. 

 

What’s the best way to get into a more advanced orchestra within YOOF? 

The best way to get into a more advanced orchestra is to become a more advanced player. To become a more 

advanced player a musician must study with an excellent private teacher and practice a minimum of an hour 

per day. 

 

Is an hour of practice per day enough for good progress? 

That depends on the individual player’s ability to focus. Generally the most serious young musicians we know 

will practice an hour a day when they are younger and will advance to about four or five hours a day by the 

time they reach high school (some will practice that much in elementary school, if they wish to become 

soloists). Some teachers recommend thinking in terms of repetitions accomplished rather than hours 

practiced. Still others—very reasonably—think in terms of musical accomplishment rather than hours 

practiced. If you can play the assigned piece perfectly from memory, you have probably practiced the right 

amount! Most musicians will tell you that good practicing is deliberate practicing. For some excellent insight 

into theories of practicing, see The Most Valuable Lesson I Learned from Playing the Violin, By Noa Kageyama.  

 

How much does a professional orchestra practice before a concert? 

Typically a professional orchestra will have four to six 2.5-hour rehearsals leading to four performances of the 

week’s program. Members of professional orchestras have already learned their parts before attending the 

first rehearsal (and any players with solos will typically have memorized them), so rehearsals are mostly about 

ensemble and interpretation. 

http://www.creativitypost.com/arts/the_most_valuable_lesson_i_learned_from_playing_the_violin

